The 4th Global Science Film Festival takes place simultaneously in Bern and Zurich. Each film will be followed by a panel discussion with the film directors, researchers and experts from the fields.

Tickets: CHF 10.–/red. CHF 7.– / limited free seats for university students

---

**THU, Nov. 25 - EthnoKino**

**19:00**

**THE MUSHROOM SPEAKS**

A walk alongside parasites, symbionts and decomposers offering ideas of interconnectedness. With mushrooms and their allies the film invites to imagine a myco-cultural (r)evolution.

DOCU, 2021
91 min
DE, EN, JP
OV with EN subs

---

**SAT, Nov. 27 - Kino REX**

**11:00**

**WAKE UP ON MARS**

A 10-year-old Roma boy living in Sweden attempts to come to terms with the mysterious resignation syndrome that has put his two sisters in a coma and dreams of building a spaceship.

DOCU, 2021
91 min
AL, SE
OV with EN subs

**13:30**

**NEMESIS**

From the perspective of the filmmaker’s window, the film explores the destruction of a unique train station in Zurich and the construction of the new prison and police center in its place.

DOCU, 2021
131 min
DE
OV with EN subs

**16:30**

**CODED BIAS**

What does it mean when artificial intelligence increasingly governs our liberties? And what are the consequences for the people the algorithms are biased against?

DOCU, 2020
90 min
EN
OV with FR subs

**19:30**

**FROM THE WILD SEA**

The film shows the work of maritime aid organizations. In haunting images, the ambivalent relationship between society and threatened ecosystems is laid bare.

DOCU, 2021
78 min
EN, CN, VN
OV with DE, EN subs

---

**SUN, Nov. 28 - Kino REX**

**12:30**

**THE TIGER MAFIA**

The tiger is one of the most beloved and threatened creatures. In his nine year investigation the filmmaker uncovers their illegal breeding in secret South East Asian tiger farms.

DOCU, 2021
90 min
EN, DU
OV with EN subs

**15:00**

**PURPLE SEA + SHIPWRECK ...**

An overcrowded ship suffers shipwreck on its way from Turkey to Greece. One of the survivors filmed the sinking of the ship with a waterproof camera she wore on her wrist.

DOCU, 2020
67 min
AR + EN
OV with EN subs

**17:30**

**THE SCENT OF FEAR**

The Scent of Fear is a journey around the globe, on which we meet people who freeze with fear, people who are looking for it, people who find it, and people who love it.

DOCU, 2021
93 min
DE, EN, KR
OV with EN subs

---

**SHORT FILM NIGHT**

The short films explore such topics as the future of the sheep herding profession, mountain climbing with robots, homosexuality in the animal world.

61 min
DE with EN subs

---

**Festival Party**

21:30 at REX with apero and dance

---

**Award Ceremony**